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Abstract
Languages offer various ways to present what someone said, thought, imagined, felt, and so on from their perspective. The prototypical example of a perspective-shifting device is direct quotation. In this review we define perspective shift in terms of indexical shift: A direct quotation like “Selena said, ‘Oh, I don’t know.’” involves perspective shift because the first-person indexical ‘I’ refers to Selena, not to the actual speaker. We then discuss a variety of noncanonical modality-specific perspective-shifting devices: role shift in sign language, quotatives in spoken language, free indirect discourse in written language, and point-of-view shift in visual language. We show that these devices permit complex mixed forms of perspective shift which may involve nonlinguistic gestural as well as visual components.
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1. INTRODUCTION: DEFINING PERSPECTIVE SHIFT

Perspective is a very broad term that is hardly ever defined. It can be the point of view, quite literally, from which a scene is perceived. In linguistics it can correspond to the subject who is speaking or interpreting an utterance (as in semantic or pragmatic theories where the speaker may be said to take the hearer’s perspective into account). More generally, the term often evokes a sense of subjectivity, a center of consciousness, as in attitude reports describing what the world is like from the subject’s point of view, or as in ‘tasty’ being a perspective expression which may cause faultless disagreement (Lasersohn 2005, Stephenson 2007, Stojanovic 2007). In this review we do not attempt a general definition of perspective. Instead, we zoom in on a specific cluster of perspective-related phenomena that has recently attracted a lot of attention from formal semantics and pragmatics, as well as from philosophy of language, but whose scope remains unclear and ill defined: perspective-shifting constructions in language. We propose an uncharacteristically precise and seemingly narrow definition of perspective shift and then explore how it can help us better understand some interesting phenomena related to perspective in different linguistic and nonlinguistic modalities (signed, spoken, written, and visual), beyond the canonical direct and indirect discourse constructions all linguists are familiar with.

The phenomenon we want to characterize and explore in this article is best described as semantic perspective shift. We say that a semantic perspective shift—henceforth, perspective shift—occurs in a linguistic environment if all or some indexicals (context-dependent expressions like ‘I’, ‘you’, ‘yesterday’, ‘here’) would get a shifted interpretation there. Concretely, if an occurrence of ‘I’ does not refer to the person who utters it, then we are dealing with a perspective shift. Note that this concrete heuristic is not meant as a biconditional: As we argue below, some environments might block the occurrence of first-person pronouns or might cause only a subset of indexicals to shift, and we do not want to rule these out as cases of perspective shift just for that reason.

Direct discourse constructions are a prime example of perspective shift in our strict sense:

(1) [Elsa:] Sia said, “I don’t know what you’re talking about”

Clearly, when Elsa utters the sentence in example 1, the first-person pronoun ‘I’ within the quotation does not refer to her, but to Sia. Since this holds for direct discourse constructions generally, and even crosslinguistically, we can rightly call direct discourse a perspective-shifting construction.1

By contrast, indirect discourse does not cause indexical shifts, at least not in English:

(2) [Elsa:] Sia said that she doesn’t know what I’m talking about

Here the ‘I’ refers to the actual producer of example 2, which is again Elsa; thus, we see no evidence of a shift of perspective here, despite the fact that Elsa is reporting what Sia was saying. Therefore, perspective shifting is not synonymous with reporting. Even reporting what someone else is thinking, hallucinating, or dreaming need not involve perspective shift in our sense. For instance, when psychologists describe mind-reading experiments with false belief ascriptions, as in example 3, they sometimes use “perspective shift” or “adopting/describing another person’s point of view” in a somewhat looser sense than we do. For us, the nonshifted interpretation of the embedded ‘I’ shows that embedding under (false) belief ascriptions does not involve perspective shift:

(3) Where do you think Pika thinks Sia hid those marbles I gave her?

1 Though not without exception: Some occurrences of some indexicals in direct discourse, in the right discourse situation (spoken or signed face-to-face interaction, in particular), will take their reference from the actual, global context (Evans 2012, Maier 2017, Hübl et al. 2019). We return to nonshifted indexicals in the context of role shift in Section 2.
We have thus narrowed down the notion of perspective shift quite significantly, hopefully to more manageable proportions. In this review we hope to demonstrate that we have not made it so narrow as to become trivial. We do so by reviewing a number of concrete phenomena that fit our definition of perspective shift. To demonstrate the breadth of the phenomenon, we look at some noncanonical forms of perspective shift, spread across four different modalities: signed, spoken, written, and visual. In each case we show why the phenomenon fits the definition and highlight some current debates about the phenomenon within formal semantics. We discuss role shift in sign language (Section 2); quotatives and demonstrations in spoken language (Section 3); free indirect discourse in written language (Section 4); and, finally, point-of-view shots in the “visual language” of films and comics (Section 5).

2. SIGN LANGUAGE: ROLE SHIFT
Sign languages systematically make use of an expressive modality-specific strategy of shifting perspective. This strategy is typically referred to as role shift or constructed action (for a more comprehensive overview and a discussion of terminology, see Lillo-Martin 2012, Steinbach 2021). In role shift, the signer adapts (parts of) their body to express or demonstrate other people’s utterances, thoughts, or actions. Recent research distinguishes between two different kinds of role shift: While attitude role shift is used to report thoughts and utterances of another person, action role shift is used to demonstrate nonlinguistic actions another person performed (Schlenker 2017a,b).

Although both kinds of role shift are morphosyntactically and semantically quite similar, they are not completely identical. Attitude role shift involves signing the words or utterances of another person while shifting the upper part of the body, the head, and the eye gaze toward the referential locus of the addressee of the reported utterance, along with a change in facial expression (Herrmann & Steinbach 2012). In Figure 1a, from a German Sign Language (DGS) version of the fable “The Tortoise and the Hare”, the signer adopts the perspective of the hare mocking the tortoise by shifting her body toward the referential locus the tortoise has been linked to (Steinbach & Onea 2016), while signing the hare’s words and mimicking its mocking facial expression. By contrast, action role shift involves a signer using their body to depict not the words or utterances but the actions of another person or character, as illustrated in Figure 1b, from a DGS
version of the fable “The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf.” Here, the signer uses his body and facial expression to gesturally depict the shepherd boy being bored with tending sheep (Herrmann & Pendzich 2018).

By our proposed characterization of perspective shift in terms of shifted indexicality, attitude role shift clearly involves perspective shift, as illustrated by the following example from American Sign Language (ASL) (Schlenker 2017a, pp. 15–16):²

\[
\text{ASL} \\
(4) \quad \text{Context of utterance: Paris} \\
\begin{align*}
\text{DATE} & \quad \text{2010} \\
\text{PLACE} & \quad \text{LA} \\
\text{JEAN} & \quad \text{Say:} \\
\text{DATE} & \quad \text{2014} \\
\text{IX} & \quad \text{work} \\
\text{HERE}.
\end{align*}
\]

‘In 2010 in LA, Jean said “In 2014, I [= Jean] will work here [= in LA]’.

Both of the overt indexicals in the scope of the attitude role shift (the first-person pronoun \(\text{ix}_1\) and the locative indexical \(\text{here}\)) are shifted, that is, interpreted as referring to Jean and LA.

Action role shift is more complicated. By definition, action role shift involves the gestural demonstration of someone’s nonlinguistic actions. Since indexicals like \(\text{ix}_1\) and \(\text{here}\) in example 4 are representations of someone’s words rather than their deeds, our test is not straightforwardly applicable. Intuitively, we want to maintain that action role shift involves a shift of perspective in the sense that the signer demonstrates the action from the perspective of the original actor; that is, the body of the signer becomes the subject or actor of the demonstrated event. We can fit this observation into our definition by considering first-person agreement rather than only lexical indexicals such as first- and second-person pronouns (for a unified semantic analysis of pronouns and agreement, see Steinbach & Onea 2016; for a critical discussion of different analyses of sign language agreement, see Pfau et al. 2018). Following an observation by Engberg-Pedersen (1995), Davidson (2015, p. 503) shows that “iconic” agreement verbs like watch in ASL can occur in action role shift with a first-person agreement marking (i.e., the sign originates from the signer’s own body) that reliably shifts under action role shift. This shift in the interpretation of the first-person agreement marker is illustrated by example 5 from ASL, where the first-person subject argument of the agreement verb watch (indicated by the subscript 1), which is in the scope of the action role shift (indicated by \(\text{rs}\), does not refer to the signer herself but to the friend, namely the person the signer is demonstrating (Lillo-Martin & de Quadros 2011):³

\[
\text{ASL} \\
(5) \quad \text{friend} \quad \text{olympics} \quad \text{Watch} \\
\]

‘My friend watched the Olympics (like this).’

---

²Notational conventions: Signs are glossed in small caps. Subscripts represent spatial locations on the horizontal plane of the signing space typically used to represent discourse referents and express agreement. In the examples discussed in this review, \(\text{ix}\) is a pronominal pointing sign and \(\text{ct}\) a classifier. Nonmanual markers such as facial expressions are represented by lines above the glosses. \(\text{t}\) stands for topic, \(\text{fe}\) for a specific facial expression, and \(\text{rs}\) for the nonmanuals marking role shift. The length of the line indicates the scope of the corresponding nonmanual. Manual gestures and voice gestures are integrated in italics in the sign and spoken examples. Note that all sign language examples cited in this review have been slightly adapted to our notational conventions.

³Moreover, we argue below that action and attitude role can be mixed, in other words, that gestural demonstrations can be combined with reported speech including indexicals. We return to mixed cases of attitude and action role shift at the end of this section.
In summary, both attitude and action role shift can indeed be used to shift to another person’s perspective in our narrow sense of the term. In the remainder of this section, we first discuss two different analyses of (shifted and unshifted) indexicals in attitude role shift and then turn to the semantics of action role shift and examples of mixed attitude and action role shift.

Two competing camps have emerged in the semantic analysis of attitude role shift. Obviously, the behavior of indexicals is at the heart of the controversy between these two camps. One camp assumes that role shift is a form of direct quotation (Davidson 2015, Maier 2017). By contrast, the rival camp analyzes role shift as a specific form of indirect speech (Lillo-Martin 1995, 2012; Quer 2005).

At first sight, the quotation analysis (i.e., the first camp) seems to offer the most straightforward account of the interpretation of indexicals in role shift. Like the indexical in the corresponding English direct speech example 6b, indexicals in ASL role shift like the first-person pronoun $ix_1$ in example 6a are interpreted not relative to the actual context of utterance but rather relative to the context of the reported utterance (Lillo-Martin 1995):

\[
\text{ASL} \quad \begin{array}{c} \epsilon_s \\ (6a) \text{mom } ix_1 \text{ busy} \\
(6b) \text{Mom: “I’m busy.”} \end{array}
\]

The analysis of such simple examples is more complex for the second camp, since this camp argues that attitude role shift is a specific form of indirect speech. Consequently, at least in English, indexicals like ‘I’ do not shift in the indirect speech report in example 2. For sign languages, this camp obviously has to take another path. Inspired by classical analyses of similar indexical shifts described for spoken languages like Amharic (Anand & Nevins 2004, Schlenker 2003), the indirect speech camp introduces a special context-shifting point-of-view operator that is meant to shift all indexical expressions in its scope. The nonmanuals marking attitude role shift discussed above can be analyzed as an overt prosodic reflex of this operator (Steinbach 2021). As illustrated in example 7, the point-of-view operator $pov$ occupies a position in the left periphery of the embedded clause (the indirect speech report) with the indexical $ix_1$ in its scope:

\[
\text{ASL} \quad \begin{array}{c} \epsilon_s \\
(7) \text{mom } [pov ix_1 \text{ busy}]_s
\end{array}
\]

Semantically, $ix_1$ is interpreted relative to the context of the reported utterance, with mom as the signer of this utterance (for a similar analysis, see Schlenker 2017a,b; 2018b).

As it stands, both camps would predict all indexicals in the scope of a role shift to shift; that is, sign language role shift should fall under the descriptive generalization that Anand & Nevins (2004, p. 35) call the **Shift-Together Constraint:**

\[
\text{Shift-Together Constraint: Shiftable indexicals in a perspective-shifting construction must shift together.}
\]

We have already seen in example 4, discussed above, that ASL seems to obey this constraint. However, other sign languages such as Catalan Sign Language (LSC) and DGS permit mixed indexicals, violating Anand and Nevin’s **Shift-Together Constraint.** This is illustrated by example 9 from LSC. Like the corresponding example 4 from ASL, the embedded sentence in the scope of the point-of-view operator contains two indexicals, the first-person pronoun $ix_1$ and the locative adverbial here. However, unlike in example 4, in example 9 only the first indexical is shifted. The second one, the local adverbial here, refers to the actual context of the utterance, Barcelona, and thus receives a nonshifted interpretation (Quer 2005, p. 154):
When he was in Madrid, John thought he would finish his studies there in Barcelona.

Such examples show that both the quotational and the point-of-view operator approaches require an upgrade to account for cases of mixed indexicality. Interestingly, both upgrades correspond to two different semantic analyses of free indirect discourse, which we discuss in more detail in Section 4, below. The direct speech camp may argue that the unshifted interpretation of indexicals such as here in example 9 results from a mechanism of unquotation which indicates that the (unquoted) indexical is presented from the perspective of the actual signer (Maier 2017, p. 267). Meanwhile, the indirect speech camp can build on corresponding indirect speech analyses like Eckardt’s (2014) analysis, developed for free indirect discourse. Eckardt argues that while some indexicals such as tense and pronouns are lexically specified as unshiftable, other indexicals, such as temporal or local adverbials and various other speaker-oriented expressions, are sensitive to the perspective shift. Applying this line of argumentation to role shift, the indirect speech camp may argue that indexicals in sign languages also differ in their lexically built-in sensitivity to the role shift operator (Hübl 2014).

An alternative upgrade, developed for the quotation account but also compatible with the indirect speech account, builds on Evans’s (2012) observation that in many spoken languages second-person indexicals can receive an unshifted interpretation in quotation (for a similar observation on second-person indexicals in sign language role shift, see Hübl et al. 2019). In line with this observation, Maier (2017, p. 270) defines the following principle of attraction:

(10) Attraction: When talking about the most salient entities in your immediate surroundings, use indexicals to refer to them directly.

The principle of attraction accounts for the unshifted or unquoted local indexical in example 9, above. In this example, the signer can use an unshifted here to refer to Barcelona because they are in Barcelona when uttering this sentence; that is, Barcelona is one of the most salient entities in the immediate surrounding of this utterance.

We now turn to action role shift. As mentioned above, in action role shift the signer shifts into the perspective of another person or character to demonstrate nonlinguistic actions of this person or character; that is, the body of the signer (or parts of their body) becomes the subject or actor of the event described in the scope of role shift (Herrmann & Pendzich 2018, Meir et al. 2007). Action role shift is illustrated in Figure 2, again from a DGS version of the fable “The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf.”

Figure 2
In a German Sign Language (DGS) version of the fable “The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf”, the signer uses action role shift to demonstrate the behavior of the shepherd boy while tending sheep. Copyright SignLab, Göttingen, Germany.
Boy and the Wolf” (see also Figure 1). This example nicely illustrates that the signer only uses gestural components in this sequence of the story to depict the boredom of the shepherd boy.

Gestural demonstrations in action role shift are thus a powerful means of depicting the nonlinguistic behavior of other persons or characters. Following Clark & Gerrig (1990), demonstrations can be defined as complex intentional actions with the aim of having the addressee identify actions another person or character performed. We come back to Clark and Gerrig’s definition in Section 3. Building on these insights, Davidson (2015) developed the first formal semantic account of demonstration in role shift (for a related but different account based on the notion of iconicity, see Schlenker 2017b and Section 3). According to Davidson, a demonstration $d$ reproduces properties of an event $e$ which are relevant in the context of speech:

(11) Definition: An action $d$ is a demonstration of $e$ [i.e., demonstration($d$, $e$) holds] if $d$ reproduces properties of $e$ and those properties are relevant in the context of speech.

Davidson argues that role shift introduces a demonstration of a speech event $e$. Using elements of event semantics (Davidson 1969, Maienborn 2011), the meaning of the gestural demonstration in the action role shift in Figure 2 can be analyzed as follows:

(12) $\exists e [\text{agent}(e, \text{shepherd boy}) \& \text{demonstration}(d, e)]$

(where $d$ is the reporter's reproduction of the shepherd boy’s behavior)

The crucial building block of Davidson’s (2015, p. 487) unified account of attitude and action role shift is the definition of properties of a speech event, which “include[s], but [is] not limited to words, intonation, facial expressions, sentiment, and/or gestures”; that is, a demonstration may involve linguistic and nonlinguistic material. Davidson’s analysis of Lillo-Martin’s (1995) classic example of role shift (example 6, repeated below as example 13a) is given in example 13b (also note the original translation in terms of a ‘be like’ construction):

ASL

(13a) mom ix1 funny so cl:move

‘Mom’s like, I’m busy’

(13b) $\exists e [\text{agent}(e, \text{mom}) \& \text{demonstration}(d, e)]$

(where $d$ is the reporter's reproduction of mom’s signing)

Davidson has thus developed a powerful theory to provide a unified account of both kinds of role shift. However, this account runs the risk of ignoring differences between linguistic and nonlinguistic demonstrations, since both are represented simply as specific properties of a speech event. Therefore, Maier (2017, 2018) argues for a hybrid analysis that keeps linguistic and nonlinguistic elements apart. Attitude role shift is analyzed as direct quotation that can be modified by additional gestural demonstrations (see also Hübl et al. 2019). This analysis nicely accounts for the attitude role shift in Figure 1a, where the signer combines linguistic (i.e., the signed sentence $\text{ix2 funny so cl:move}$) and gestural (mocking facial expression and way of signing) elements to demonstrate and report the mocking utterance of the hare. The hybrid semantic representation of the corresponding sequence is as follows:

(14) $\exists e [\text{agent}(e, \text{hare}) \& \text{form}(e, \text{‘ix2 funny so cl:move’}) \& \text{demonstration}(d, e)]$

(where $d$ is the reporter's reproduction of the hare's facial expression, body posture, and way of signing)

‘The hare was like, it’s so funny how you walk.’
This hybrid account has three advantages:

- It can account for the observation that in attitude role shift signers systematically combine linguistic and gestural elements.
- Likewise, action role shift involves not only gestural components but also linguistic material such as classifier constructions or verbal predicates (see the discussion of example 5, above, and example 15, below).
- It provides a basis for a more unified account of perspective shift in reported speech and reported action that also includes canonical examples of reported speech in writing, where quotation is not really iconic but does imply a certain (contextually variable) degree of faithfulness to some level of linguistic form.

We return to this topic in Sections 3 and 4.

Note, finally, that in sign language role shift can also be used to express multiple perspectives simultaneously, since the signer can use different parts of their body for a complex demonstration (Herrmann & Pendzich 2018, Steinbach 2021). This use of role shift is illustrated by example 15, again from a DGS version of the fable “The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf.” The first role shift (rs1) is an instance of action role shift. Here, the signer first uses the whole upper part of the body to gesturally demonstrate the running action of the neighbors (glossed by the gestural component \textit{run}). Then, the signer shifts perspective by using a classifier construction to describe the movement of the neighbors. The subscripts (the index 1) indicate that the body of the signer is no longer enacting the running neighbors but the goal of the movement, which is the shepherd boy. Consequently, this sequence means that a group of people (the neighbors) moves to the first-person referent, who in this context is not the signer but the shepherd boy. This shift in perspective is maintained in the second role shift (rs2), which is an instance of attitude role shift. The body of the signer still represents the shepherd boy, which is again attested by the inflected form of the agreement verb \textit{help}. Literally, \textit{3help1} means ‘someone helps me’. However, in the context of role shift, this sequence reports the utterance of the neighbors, which is ‘Can we help you?’. Interestingly, both role shifts are modified by a gestural demonstration (facial expression, abbreviated as fe in example 15) of the exhausted neighbors, who are the acting protagonists in this sequence. In other words, after the perspective shift in the first role shift, the upper part of the body and the face express different perspectives:

\begin{align*}
\text{DGS} & \hspace{1cm} \text{rs1} \hspace{1cm} \text{rs2} \\
\text{nei} \hspace{1cm} \text{run} \hspace{1cm} \text{move} \hspace{1cm} \text{help} \hspace{1cm} \text{what} \\
\text{(15) neighbor} & \hspace{1cm} \text{[run 3cl:move1]} \hspace{1cm} \text{[3help1 what]} \\
\end{align*}

‘The neighbors run to the shepherd boy and ask him, “Can we help you?”.’

3. SPOKEN LANGUAGE: QUOTATIVES AND DEMONSTRATION

In Section 2, we have discussed Davidson’s unified account of attitude and action role shift. She goes on to argue that the spoken language correlates of role shift are quotative constructions such as English ‘be like’, which likewise can be used to introduce demonstrations of both linguistic and nonlinguistic material. Consequently, following Maier’s (2017, 2018) hybrid account, spoken language demonstrations combining linguistic and gestural aspects—exhibiting the shifted first person that is the hallmark of our notion of perspective shift—can be analyzed similarly to role shift:
Like action role shift in sign languages, ‘be like’ constructions in spoken languages can also be used to demonstrate purely nonlinguistic actions (Clark & Gerrig 1990, Stec et al. 2016, Streeck 2002). In spoken languages, such purely gestural demonstrations may include manual and non-manual gestures (examples 17a and 17b) as well as voice gestures (example 17b) (Hübl et al. 2019, p. 177):

(17a) And then he was like clawing motion with right hand, hissing disapproving facial expression

(17b) They were all “Ewww”

A nice example combining gestural elements from all three dimensions (i.e., manual, nonmanual, and voice) is the famous sequence from the movie One, Two, Three (Wilder 1961), where the young communist Otto Ludwig Piffl demonstrates the difference between Soviet missiles and American missiles:

(18) Soviet missiles pfschbbbbbhb Venus!

American missiles pft-pft Miami Beach.

In the first part of this example, the long voice gesture pfschbbbbbhb depicting the movement of the Soviet missile is accompanied by a corresponding manual gesture (right hand rising straight to the upper part of the gesture space) and a facial expression with upward eye gaze (Figure 3a). By contrast, the short voice gesture pft-pft in the second part of the example is accompanied by...
a corresponding disappointed facial expression and a short upward and downward movement of the hand (Figure 3b).

This example nicely illustrates not only the interaction of different kinds of gestures but also the expressive power of gestural demonstrations. In addition, it shows that gestural demonstrations are an integral part of the semantic representation of the utterance. In example 18, the two multimodal gestural demonstrations replace the missing verbal predicates; in other words, the speaker uses gestural demonstrations instead of linguistic descriptions.

How do gestural demonstrations get integrated in the semantic representation? Clark & Gerrig (1990) distinguish among four different aspects of demonstrations: (a) depictive aspects, (b) supportive aspects, (c) annotative aspects, and (d) incidental aspects. The addressee has to “decouple” these four aspects from one another (p. 769). The most important part of each demonstration is the depictive aspect, as stated in the partiality principle:

(19) Partiality principle: Demonstrators intend the depictive aspects of a demonstration to be the demonstration proper, the primary point of their demonstration.

In example 18, for instance, the addressee must realize that the movement of the dominant hand, together with the facial expression and the accompanying sound, constitutes the depictive aspects of the demonstration of the movement of Soviet and American missiles. Other parts of this demonstration, such as the body posture or the nondominant hand, are supportive, annotative, or incidental.

Clark & Gerrig’s (1990) account can be augmented by Schlenker’s (2017b) condition of maximal iconicity, developed for analyzing role shift in sign languages. This extension paves the way for a more formal analysis of gestural demonstration in spoken and sign languages (Schlenker 2018b). According to Schlenker, the use of role shift (or demonstration more generally) is justified if at least one expression has an iconic component. Schlenker argues that an expression must be interpreted iconically if it is accessible to an iconic interpretation. Concerning role shift, the material in the scope of the role shift operator receives an interpretation that is maximally iconic. If we apply this account to demonstrations in spoken languages, we might conjecture that all depictive aspects of a gestural demonstration contained in a spoken language utterance are also interpreted maximally iconically.⁴

4. WRITTEN LANGUAGE: FREE INDIRECT DISCOURSE

Let us consider reporting in the written modality. Writing as such has always featured less prominently in core debates in theoretical linguistics, presumably because it is deemed less natural and merely a late invention, wholly parasitic on the primary spoken modality. However, when we look at perspective-shifting devices, several interesting features arise specifically in this modality.

Consider first, briefly, the use of quotation marks to mark direct discourse in various genres of modern writing. Such markings developed specifically in the written modality to disambiguate reports in the absence of various gestural and intonational cues that tend to accompany perspective shifts in the spoken and signed modalities (Finnegan 2013, Johnson 2017, Maier 2015b). Today, the use of quotation marks extends well beyond marking direct discourse boundaries, covering pure or metalinguistic quotation, scare quotes, and mixed quotation (Brendel et al. 2011). Arguably, in twentieth-century philosophy of language and logic, the study of quotation

⁴We do not go into the ongoing debate about the semantic status of cospeech gestures in spoken languages. While Schlenker (2018a) argues that cospeech gestures are what he calls “cosuppositions,” Ebert et al. (2020) argue that cospeech gestures generally provide non-at-issue information.
became almost too focused on these written marks, for example, by treating them as demonstra-
tives (Davidson 1979) or operators (Richard 1986). As a response to these semantic accounts of
quotation marks, pragmatic accounts have been developed that view quotation more as a special
way of using language, with the marks functioning as an optional punctuation device to highlight
have by no means disappeared, but they now tend to view quotation as a kind of operator, and
quotation marks merely as one of the ways to realize such an operator on the surface (Maier 2014).

In addition to the typographic invention of quotation marks, the development of writing has
given rise to—or certainly helped the development of—whole new modes of storytelling, such
as the modern novel. This particular genre in turn gave rise to a whole new form of perspective
shifting, known as free indirect discourse (Banfield 1982, Fludernik 1995). Imagine a passage like
example 20 occurring in a story:

(20) Sue looked up at the clock. Ugh... 10pm already? She had to get the hell out of here, now!
    Tomorrow was going to be a busy day.

This is not so much a description of a sequence of fictional events in some fictional world
as it is a representation of a sequence of thoughts of the fictional protagonist, Sue, when she
looks up at the clock. Interestingly, in the free indirect discourse style, this reporting seems to be
entirely unmarked—no quotation marks, italics, that-complements, or any mental-state verb at
all. As modern readers of fiction, we nonetheless pick up on more subtle semantic cues, like the
consistent mixing of direct and indirect discourse characteristics: Pronouns and tenses are adjusted
to the narrator’s global perspective, as in indirect discourse, while all other aspects of the form of
the character’s inner speech (word order, hesitations, exclamations, expressives, nonpronominal
indexicals, etc.) are retained verbatim, as in direct discourse.

In Section 1, we characterize perspective shift semantically in terms of a context shift that
causes shifted interpretations of indexicals. On this definition, free indirect discourse involves a
partial perspective shift: Some indexicals (‘here’, ‘now’, ‘tomorrow’) always get shifted interpre-
tations, but others (pronouns and tenses) usually do not. Recall from Section 2 that some formal
semantic analyses of the phenomenon invoke dual context dependence; that is, they split the cen-
tral semantic parameter known as the context of utterance (Kaplan 1989) into a narrator context
and a character context, modeling the intuition of a duality of voices in this mode of reporting.
These so-called bicontextual approaches then lexically specify which indexical depends on which
context parameter (Eckardt 2014, Schlenker 2004). A different approach starts from the idea that
free indirect discourse is essentially a form of quotation, as evidenced by its near-universal shifting
of indexicals along with the shifted attribution of disfluencies, word choice, slurs, dialects, and so
forth. The unshifted interpretation of pronouns and tenses is then analyzed in terms of a system
of unquotation (Maier 2015a, 2017).

Some subsequent theoretical and empirical work on the semantics of free indirect discourse has
focused on the tension between quotational and bicontextual approaches and/or between different
types of bicontextualism (Bimpikou et al. 2021, Reboul et al. 2015). Recently, the focus has shifted
toward expanding the reach of these theoretical linguistic analyses to closely related phenomena
involving some kind of perspective shift, typically in a looser sense than ours. These include the
arguably overlapping phenomena known as shifted appositives and expressives (Harris & Potts
2010), historical or narrative present tense (Anand & Toosarvandani 2018, Schlenker 2004), pro-
tagonist projection (Abrusán 2020, Holton 1997, Stokke 2013; example 21a), focalization (Genette
1980) or character focus (Stokke 2021; example 21b), represented perception (Bimpikou 2020,
Brinton 1980; example 21c), and viewpoint shift (Hinterwimmer 2017; example 21d):
(21a) He gave her a ring studded with diamonds but they turned out to be glass.
(Holton 1997)

(21b) But Mr. Harford was very decent and never got into a wax. All the other masters got into
dreadful waxes
[from James Joyce (1914), Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, cited in Stokke 2021]

(21c) The train was full of fellows: a long long chocolate train with cream facings [...].
The telegraph poles were passing, passing.
[from James Joyce (1914), Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, cited in Brinton 1980]

(21d) When Mary stepped out of the boat, the ground was shaking beneath her feet for a couple
of seconds.
(Hinterwimmer 2017)

In examples 21a–d, certain words or phrases are understood as referring to the subjective ex-
periences (“the ground was shaking”; “the telegraph poles were passing, passing”), idiosyncratic
characterizations or thoughts (“diamonds”), or word choices (“got into dreadful waxes”) of a char-
acter, rather than of the narrator. It is not clear yet to what extent these phenomena are funda-
mentally distinct from one another and from free indirect discourse or whether we should classify
any of these as (partial) perspective shifts in our narrow sense and, if so, whether that shifting is
quotational in nature or rather involves a split of the Kaplanian context of utterance. Rather than
engage in these subtle debates here, we are content to merely highlight this area of active research
at the intersection of philosophy, narratology, and (discourse) semantics.

Another area of active research involves the discourse structural analysis of free indirect dis-
course as it occurs in the surrounding fictional narrative. Novels can have long passages in free
indirect discourse that evidently do not move the actual story time forward but rather describe a
kind of separate subjective mental space with its own timelines and internal coherence (Cumming
2021, Lee 2020). A promising route to describing this kind of structure involves the use of a non-
veridical discourse relation of Attribution to connect these somewhat distinct internal (subjective,
character-oriented) and external segments of a narrative (Abrusán 2021, Bimpikou et al. 2021,
Hunter 2016, Maier 2021). To illustrate, consider the following skeleton of a Segmented Dis-
course Representation Theory discourse structure analysis, in the spirit of Bimpikou et al. (2021)
and Maier (2021):

The discourse unit labeled $\pi_2$ in Figure 4 is the implicit report frame that is posited in some
form or other by many semantic analyses of free indirect discourse, both quotational and bicon-
textual (but not in, e.g., Schlenker 2004; see Stokke 2013 and Bimpikou et al. 2021 for discussion
of this point). This $\pi_2$ is part of the external chain of elaborations: She smiled, she had a thought
(about dishes and tablecloths, etc.), and her mind wandered. Semantically, $\pi_2$ simply introduces a
thought event in the external discourse record. The vertical Attribution relation serves to connect
that thought event to its content (or form, if we take a quotational view of free indirect discourse).
In this case, the content of the thought is itself given by a complex discourse unit, corresponding
to a multisentence discourse. In summary, the two panels, above and below an Attribution, cor-
respond to the causally and temporally separable “voices” or “loci of coherence” (Cumming 2021)
that make for vivid storytelling.

5. VISUAL LANGUAGE: POINT-OF-VIEW SHOTS AS VISUAL
PERSPECTIVE SHIFT
We finish with a look at perspective shifting in the visual modality. In recent years, the so-called
Super Linguistics movement has been trying to expand the domain of semantic theory to include
She smiled to herself. What things? Perhaps there would be some ‘things’, like dishes and books, and
tablecloths. Perhaps even a vase which she could use to have a bunch of roses from her garden sitting
on a table. Her mind wandered, dreaming of things she had heard of but never experienced.

Example: She smiled to herself. What things? Perhaps there would be some ‘things’, like dishes and books, and
tablecloths. Perhaps even a vase which she could use to have a bunch of roses from her garden sitting
on a table. Her mind wandered, dreaming of things she had heard of but never experienced.

\[ \pi_1: \text{She smiled} \]
\[ \pi_2: [\text{She thought}] \]
\[ \pi_3: \text{Her mind wandered} \]
\[ \pi_4: \text{What things?} \]
\[ \pi_5: \text{Perhaps ... tablecloths} \]
\[ \pi_6: \text{Perhaps even ... table} \]

Figure 4
Simplified Segmented Discourse Representation Structure graph representation of the discourse structure of
a passage of text (Eagle 2012). The discourse unit labeled \( \pi_3 \) is the implicit report frame that is posited
in some form or other by many semantic analyses of free indirect discourse, both quotational and
bicontextual.

nonlinguistic forms of meaningful artifacts and behaviors (Schlenker 2018c). Pictures are a prime
example, as they are clearly representational; in other words, they carry meaning about some
picture-external reality. Greenberg (2013) brings the semantics of pictures in line with standard
linguistic semantic formal machinery. A picture, like an utterance, expresses a proposition; only
it does so iconically (following Greenberg, this iconicity of pictures is formalized not so much
in terms of resemblance but in terms of geometric projection) rather than symbolically and/or
compositionally (Abusch 2020).

If single pictures express single propositions, it follows that we can tell a story by putting
multiple pictures in a sequence, giving rise to visual narratives told in a visual language (Cohn
2013). In the terminology of discourse structure theories, each picture expresses a proposition,
on the basis of which we can defeasibly infer various discourse relations, such as Narration or
Background, holding between them to build a coherent narrative from these propositional units
(Asher & Lascarides 2003, Hobbs 1979). When we look at wordless picture books or comics
through the lens of discourse structure theory, we see a lot of Narration; that is, first this event
depicted in panel 1 happens, and then that event in panel 2, and so on (McCloud 1993). The same
is true for film, where the basic propositional unit is the shot (a “moving image corresponding to
a single run of the camera”; Cumming et al. 2017) rather than a picture (Wildfeuer 2014).

Despite the ubiquity of Narration in visual narratives, as in written or oral narratives, we do
not have to look far to find forms of apparent perspective shifting. Let us skip over text balloons
and thought bubbles, as they are the direct analog of verbal direct quotation, and instead discuss
some apparent perspective shifts that are more specific to visual media.

A familiar instance of visual perspective shift occurs when one panel shows a character looking
and the next depicts what they see. The latter is sometimes referred to as a point-of-view shot or
free perception sequence (Abusch & Rooth 2017) (Figure 5). In movies, we find the same kind of convention: a shot of a character’s eyes followed by a point-of-view shot, filming what they see as if through their eyes (Cumming et al. 2021). Alfred Hitchcock’s *Rear Window* contains many such shot sequences (Figure 6).

Intuitively, we are dealing with a shift of the point of view, quite literally, but to see whether it falls under our narrow definition of perspective shift we have to think about visual analogs of context and indexicality. The first step in this analogy is to view the camera as the narrator, that is, the source that is telling—or rather showing—the events that make up the story (cf. Currie 1995). In other words, (the fictional viewpoint corresponding to) the camera is the ‘I’, so switching from a neutral, abstract observer point of view to a specific character’s point of view represents a change in the ‘I’ that is presenting the story, which brings this phenomenon quite close to fitting our definition of perspective shift as a shift in the reference of indexicals.

Another case of apparent visual perspective shift involves depicting what a character is experiencing but from a neutral point of view, typically including a view of the character themselves. This blended perspective is commonly used in the depiction of characters’ hallucinations and dreams in various visual media. Consider, for instance, movies with so-called unreliable narrators, like [SPOILER ALERT] *Fight Club* (Fincher 1999), where the whole plot revolves around

---

5 Abusch & Rooth (2017) analyze such sequences with the help of an invisible syntactic operator, rather like the point-of-view operator discussed in Section 2. Alternatively, we could use the discourse structural approach at the end of Section 4 and infer an Attribution relation between the propositions expressed by the panels in such a sequence.
a character interacting with his nonexistent, imaginary alter ego, shown together in many shots throughout the movie. Similarly, in Bill Watterson’s Calvin and Hobbes comics, we have the adventures of Calvin, a boy with a rich imagination, and his best friend Hobbes, often shown as talking and playing together, until a parent enters the scene and we see Hobbes as a plain stuffed animal.

As Maier & Bimpikou (2019) argue, the latter form of blended mental-state representation is really more akin to indirect discourse than to direct or free indirect discourse, as it represents the character’s mental-state content from a wholly neutral, unshifted, narrator’s point of view. On our current narrow definition of perspective, therefore, we would say that this is not in fact a form of perspective shift, for the same reason that we exclude English indirect discourse.6

6. CONCLUSION
In the first part of this review, we advance a somewhat narrow definition of perspective shift: A linguistic operator, construction, or context can be said to involve a perspective shift if it causes indexicals in that environment to shift. Thus, applied to canonical speech report constructions, English direct discourse does, but indirect discourse does not, involve perspective shift. In the second part of this review, we apply our definition to noncanonical cases of reporting what others say, think, perceive, or do, focusing on modality specific types of reports in different modalities and media. We hope to have shown that this brief but broad survey of perspective shifting across different modalities and media provides an interesting “perspective” on perspective shift as such.
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Errata
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